Избранные публикации из журнала «Европейский полиграф» (Izbrannyye publikatsii iz zhurnalas “Yevropeyskiy Poligraf”; Selected publications from European Polygraph journal), Moscow 2019

Центр Прикладной Психофизиологии (Tsentr prikladnoy psikhofiziologii, Centre for Applied Psychophysiology) published Russian translations of 13 articles by 11 authors that had been published earlier in European Polygraph in 2011–15. The Editors inform that their project is the first issue and plan publishing two issues annually.

The articles included are by Jan Widacki – Logical Identity of Conclusions from Polygraph Testing Performed in Control Questions Test (CQT) and Guilty Knowledge Test (GKT) Techniques (EP 2011, 5, 1 (15)), Jerzy Konieczny – Meta-
Each article received a short gloss from the editors of the volume.

Russia is generally known to employ more than 10,000 polygraphers. There are many more in Ukraine and other former Soviet Republics (incl. Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan), where the Russian language is well known and commonly used. For this reason, translation of articles published in English into Russian is a good idea, as it extends the numbers of European Polygraph readers.
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